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'I deeply regret that those in authority decided
that certain tactics were necessary to protect
persons and property, but these and other tactics
are not the responsibility of University
authorities/'
Charles J. Hitch May 22, lOOP
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IRVINE VOTES TO CONTINUE STRIKE
Davis

by Richard Sharp
On Monday of last week Students at UC Santa Cruz called on students at all nine
university campuses to go on strike to demonstrate solidarity with the Berkeley
campus and community. Most of the campus strikes did not begin until Friday
although UC Santa Cruz and UC San Diego didhave mass strike support earlier
The strike developments at Irvine and other campuses are as follast week.

lows:
Irvine
The strike at Irvine began on Friday,May 23 and picket lines were established at
all the major entrance points throughout the campus.The strikers concentrated on
informing the student body of the issues involved at Berkeley by leaflettingintensively
visiting classes, and by holding a rally at noon on Friday. Several
speakers at the rally informed the campus of the violence and the brutality which
the police in Berkeley had wreaked upon an unarmed population.

,

On Monday the Conclave was held to discuss the issues at Berkeley (see page 7
for story). Many classes were canceled during the Conclave but the chancellor
refused to endorse the strike or the strike demands.

On Tuesday, May 27 the strike was extremely successful. Over 60% of the student body remained away from classes and hundreds of pickets were located
all over the campus. Many strike committee members spoke to the classes that
were held and many students agreed to support the strike after the strike demands and the reasons for the strike were explained to them.
Yesterday the campus was virtually completely shut down. Many students failed
to even come to campus because of the strike and of those who did many joined
the picket lines or the many other strike activities. The strike is expected to
last for the remainder of the week and several Strike CoordinatingCommittee
members expect it to last well into next week. Classroom education on the issues
at Berkeley continues and professors have agreed to allow strike committee members to speak before classes at least until Friday.

The strike at Davis has been going on since the middle of last week and the Davis
newspaper has indicated that the strike was "totally effective." The Academic
Senate has suspended regular class activity so that a discussion of the issues
at Berkeleymay go on.
On Monday a march was launched from UC Davis which attracted 5000 Davis
marchers and 5000 marchers from around the state. The strike at Davis has
been discontinued so that strikers can catch up on studies. But strike leaders
indicate that they will continue to press their demands until the National Guard
troops and police are withdrawn from Berkeley and the People's Park is returned
to the people.

Santa Cruz

-

Monday and Tuesday no classes were held at Santa Cruz in support of the University
wide strike. The action to close down all classes was the result of a
previous move last Monday by the students which forced the administrative building at Santa Cruz to suspend activity for one day. The strike at Santa Cruz is
expected to continue through Friday although classes will be held and the faculty
and administration will now attempt to return to "business as usual."
San Diego
The strike at UCSD has been in progress since Wednesday of last week.UCSD
Strike Coordinating Committee members have informed the NEW UNIVERSITY
that the strike has been 75-90% effective and that faculty members have been
discussing the issues at Berkeley in the classes that were held. At present plans
call for an end to the strike today although the educational activities begun during the strike will continue. The campus flags that had been lowered since Monday of last week were raised yesterday at a ceremony which had as its theme
"There never was a Sheriff Madigan."

Riverside
At UC Riverside at least 66% of the student body stayed away from classes in
support of the strike. The strike was officially ended at Riverside on Tuesday
although the campus strikers have agreed to continue the strike "atmosphere"
till certain student demands are met. One of the demands is that the University
be autonomous from political control; other demands are concerned with the students' bid for power within the university

.

Berkeley

There is no strike at Berkeley currently but many departments have closed
down because of the prescence of National Guardmen and police on campus.Conditions at Berkeley have prevented "business as usual" and in many cases has prevented business from being carried on at all. Presently many Berkeley students
are engaged in the development of "People's Parks" of which they are currently
twelve. One park has been established in the middle of the street next to the original People's Park. The street is presently blocked off by National Guardsmen
as are many others in the Berkeley area.
The Berkeley Academic Senate is expected to discontinue all classes on Wednesday for an indefinite period due to the prescence of violent forces on the campus. Classes will probably be cancelled until all National Guard troops and outside police forces are removed from the campus.

Academic Senate Supports
by Diana Jonas

Los Angeles
At Los Angeles the strike was ineffective, but other forms of protest have been
going on. Twenty-three students have gone on a hunger strike until the National
Guard troops are withdrawn from Berkeley and a Free People's Community has
been established to support the People'sPark movement at Berkeley.
Sanata Barbara
At Santa Barbara 1200 students were on strike Tuesday although the strike organization has been almost non-existent. The University has donated about 1/2
acre of land to the strikers to be developedas a People's Park in honor of the
Berkeley People's Park. Forty-eight of the Santa Barbara faculty supported the

strike.

Marches to Capitol, Park

The Irvine Academic Senate voted overwhelmingly Monday to
condemn the use of armed force at the Berkeleycampus, and to
pay, if necessary, legal fees arising out of the arrest of 10 UCI
Between 8000 and 10,000 University of CaliThe idea of the march on Sacramento actually
students and Activities Advisor Neil Malmberg.,
originated
at San Jose State, but students at UC
and
State
students
College
marched on
Meeting in a special emergency session called at the request of fornia
Capitol
Monday.
State
Davis
did
most
of the organizing. The student
campuses
the
All
in
the
faculty
passed
some members of the Senate the assembled
the
organizers seemed pleased with the large turnUC system were represented. Mike Krisman,
following resolution:
out, and the orderliness of the march.
"The Irvine Division of the Academic Senate condemns the use a senior history major and member of the IrPlans are inprogress for a nine-campus march
of military and police power to resolve a politicalproblem involving vine Strike Committee, representedUCI. About
2000
from
State,
students
from
Sacramento
300
from
the Berkeley campus to the People'sPark
the University of California and the residents of the surrounding
tomorrow. The idea for the march was oricommunity and supports the solution of this problem suggested San Jose State and representatives from San
Diego State, Dominquez Hills State, Humboldt
ginally conceived by Frank Bardacky, from Berby the Berkeley Division."
keley. Planners of the march expect nearly
The resolution was introduced by Spencer Olin, assistant pro- State and Chico State also participated in the
50,000 persons to attend.
fessor of history, who then yielded the floor to a professor from march.
Tomorrow's march has been supported a BerBerkeley who spoke in behalf of the resolution.
The march began at 1:30 p.m. on the outskirts
keley City Councilman, Delham, who has urged
Feeling in the hall was very strong and almost unanimous for of Sacramento and culminated in a rally on the
people to come to the march. The idea of the
the resolution, with the exception of Proiessor Gerald Whipple of steps of the Capitol Building. Speakers at the
the UCI med school, who rose to say that any resolutionpassed rally included Linus Pauling, a two-time Nobel
march is a peaceful one in which the marchers will
should provide a more "balanced view" of the situation at Berke- Prize winner and San Jose student body presiassist their right of freedom of assembly and
ley. Specifically that university property was usurped, in his words, dent Dick Minor. Pauling, in his speech to the
will walk to the People's Park in order to deby a group of "urban scum" and that the Senate should not take a students, said, "The evil, immoral and tragic
mand
that the fence around the park, now a
episode in Berkeley requires immediate action,
"highly inappropriate,one sided approach" to the problem.
National Guard tent site, be torn down. Those
The resolution passed overwhelmingly.
action of protest until all the troops are releading the march will also be asking for amA second resolution was introduced by professor Deane Neubauer moved from Berkeley."
nesty for those arrested during the Berkeley
of social science. That resolution urged that all faculty should "redeomonstrations concerning the park.
direct their educational efforts in order to focus upon the issues The well-organized march ended with a silent
Students from UC campuses are planning to
vigel, as National Guardsmen remained ready
raised by the Berkeley conflict."
attend that march, as well as citizens from
This proposal prompted considerable debate, with one view being to step in if it was deemed necessary. The
Berkeley and surrounding communities. Counthat there was no reason to expend class time on a discussion of student marchers had obtained a march percilman Delham stated he personally planned to
the problem, and the other view being that classes should be used mit, and streets had been cleared for their use.
attend
the march and urged other councilmen
by
Berkeley
situation. It had been rumored that GovernorReaganwould
for politicaleducation on the issues raised the
and people of Berkeley to do likewise.
San Diego State has committed at least 75
An amendment to suspend classes until Thursday was defeated, speak to the students protesting, but he did not
people to the Friday march and some students
and the Senate finally passed the original proposal on the rationale show up, and in fact, had not been invited to
are on other campuses are enthusiastic.
that existing class time was the most effective way to discuss the speak.
issues raised by the Berkeley conflict.
Professor Duran Bell then introduced a motion to the effect that
Tuesday, May 26, it was announced that Assemblyman Ray E. Johnson (Re"all the legal fees and other expendituresincurred by the students
and staff in connection with their arrest at Berkeley be paid for
publican-Chinco) initiated a proposal into the State Assembly that all State of
out of University funds." This was later amended to read that
California spending in higher education be used to force reform in the system
should the university not be able to pay the fees (a fact brought out
by cutting off all funds to the University of California and the State Colleges.
emphatically by Chancellor Aldrich who said that there were no
Johnson told the Assembly, "I want some answers. I want to know who's in
monies available for this purpose) the expenses should come from
charge of the campuses." Assemblyman John Collier (Republican-Los Angeles)
the faculty, with students and staff also contributing.
supported the proposal as an attempt to tell the University and State College
A final resolution was introduced by Professor Shaw which stated
that "no outside armed forces will be brought on campus except
professors that they must "either shape up or ship out."
when the entire campus community agrees that there is extreme
The proposal was voted down by a close margin of eight votes. The voting
danger to human life." This resolution carried by a largemajority,
breakdown was twenty republicans and seven democrats in favor of the motion
although the Chancellor pointed out that the Orange County Police
and fourteen republicans and twenty-one democrats against the proposal.
have concurrent jurisdiction withUniversity police over the campus.
(This means that police can come on campus if they feel there is a
need, regardless of whether the Chancellor calls them or not.)

by Gory Greenebourn

,

by Amanda Spake
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Editor:
Although Ihave not yet seen the Irvine Repertory's
production of THE MADWOMAN OF CHAILOT, from
all reports it seems that director Bob Cohen has
put together a fine production. Ihave however,
read THE MAD WOMAN and have nothing but
praise for it as both a well-constructed play and
one that makes a relevent statement about contemporary human society.
There is one curious point which Iwould like to
discuss in relation to director Bob Cohen's total
lack of political and moral leadership. Any artist
who has any responsibility to human society must
be willing to take stands against political repression such as the type that Ronnie Reagan is conducting in this state both in the community and on
the campuses. Mr. Cohen by staging a playwith
the political content of THE MADWOMAN may think
he is taking such a stand but let me state emphatically HE IS NOT. Mr. Cohen by refusing to
publicly voice his protest to Governor Reagan's
fascistic policies is both failingpoliticallyandmorally
as a human being and also diluting the effect of his
art by contradicting it in his own life.
Iknow for a fact that Mr. Cohen refused to cancel his class to attend the conclave on the Berkeley
situation. I feel it odd that Mr. Cohen thinks he
knows so much about the political and moral implications of the Berkeley situation that he chose not
to send his class (and himself) to the conclave so
that they could educate themselves. In addition
Mr. Cohen refused to discuss the Berkeley situation in his class for more than a minute, certainly not adequate time to discuss an issue as important and pressing as the repressionin Berkeley.
It is just this sort of attitude that allows the Ronald
Reagans of the world to continue their outrageous
policies.
Let me state in conclusion that Mr. Cohen can
stage all the "relevant" drama productions in the
world. However, staging "relevant" productions such
as THE MADWOMAN is simply ridiculous if Mr.
Cohen negates the message of the play by his own
actions. As Mr. Cohen himself has put it THE MADWOMAN is a play about the joy in life and those
forces in society that would destroy that joy.Unless Mr. Cohen is willing to take a stand himself, unless he is willing to fight those forces
in society that would destroy that joy in life which
THE MADWOMAN talks about, then he will be considered part of the enemy, he will be considered
part of those repressive forces, and the people will
treat him accordingly.

,

Glen Pritzker
Editor:
I would like to ask some questions about Irvine's
Great Activities, and Iwould like to answer them in
my admittedly one-sided way.
My first questions are: Do you think of yourselves
as radicals? Do you think 6f yourselves as activists?
Or do you even flatter yourselves as being revolutionaries or leaders of social reform in any sense?
assume would be an affirmaLet me examine what I
tive answer to one or more of the above questions.
Irecall a situation in which the dedicated workers
for the reinstatement of KBS were advised to leave
the writing center and threatened with eventual arrest
if they did not. They voted among themselves on
whether they should leave or be arrested for their
cause. They left. Ialso seem to recall that the students at Berkeley were being gassed and clubbed on
Telegraph Avenue during the same period.
Ispoke with an avid KBS supporter shortly before

its valiant retreat. He affirmed (most emphatically)
that he was indeed a supporter. When questioned as
to why he was not in the writing center with the rest
of the Movement, he stated that he "had better things
do to." When further questioned as to what these
things were, he informed me that he had to study math.
Well and good, but Isubmit that he should havebeen
studying in the wirting center, rather than answering
stupid questions and readingthe comic section (and he
was) in the dormitorylivingroom.
Allow me to continue to a series of events which
transpired on the first day of the Great Solidarity
Strike, Friday,May 23.
I was not surprised to note that there were no

pickets entrenched when Ipassed by on my way to my
eight o'clock class that cold and dreary morn. Nor was
Isurprised to find a large number in their places at
nine o'clock. Later, Ifelt like assuaging my liberal
conscience and, as a consequence,Iattended the noon
rally: Fairly large turnout. Agree with some, disagree
with some, bored by a few of the speakers. Nothing out
of plan. However, Iwanderedby the Fine Arts building
at three o'clock the same day. The sun was out by
then, and the day was quite warm. The pickets had
disappeared, or so Ithought. When Iwalked down the
steps to the plazabelow, Ifound two girls and a voting
station. The voting station was goingaboutits business,
and the solitary pair of girls was carrying picket signs
and cheerfully divesting themselves of their strike
literature. There were only two pickets for the whole
area, my radical friends. There were more like two
dozen only hours before.
Iproceeded on my way to the commons building
laid
where Ihappened upon Mr. FloydNorris. When I

my request for one of the pretty STRIKE posters without offering commensurate support to the Activity,
he squealed his extreme contempt for my bourgeois,
two-faced attitude. Irepaired, defeated and suitably
humiliated, from the air-conditioned offices of the
NEW U. to the first floor. There Ichanced to find Mr.
Bob Crane, who appeareddisgusted but offered the information that there were no more posters to be had.
On the way out, the crowded condition of the offices
caught my eye— Iwill say more on this later.
While walking back to the isolated shelter of Mesa
Court, Ichanced upon another group of pickets.Isaw
at least three girls with picket signs and Mr. Mike
Krisman. Mike was arguing on into the hot afternoon
with a rather straight lookingindividual while a small
crowd (more pickets, perhaps?) looked on.
While all this was going on while all of six pickets
were covering the entire northsection of the campus
about thirty comfortable members of the radical activist strike committe were luxuriating on their collective ass in the air-conditioned comfort of the student
body offices, where Ihad left them moments before.
Ishould point out that these offices have dark-tinted
windows so that one need not observe the mundane
events of the real world with any sickening accuracy.
Ishould also like to express my perhaps unwelcome
admiration for Mr.Krisman..He is an intelligent,wellspoken individual, who is willingto work and fight for
what he believes in. He is surrounded by lazy idiots;
idiots and slobs who let him and a few others like him
carry the ball while they remove their pamperedpersons to places of comfort and safety as soon as the
sun or the Dean of Students glares upo n their heads.
For those of you still reading,Ishall regale you
with a few more incidents. Iknow a lad who supports
the strike and gets class notes from his friends. I
know another who wears the black armband and attends
class. Do you see somethinga trifle incongruous here,
my indoor radical friends?
Let me ask some more questions: Do you believe in
your causes? Are you exhibiting political sincerity,
or are you playing some absurd Kafka-esk game with
yourselves? Where do you think you are going? To revolution? To social change? Isubmit that you really
do believe in yourselves, while you sit in your airconditioned chairs; that you think you are doing right
when you retreat from the wrath of Dean Lawrence;
that you believe you are sincere while they are being
gassed and beaten at Berkeley and you are afraid to
officially join the SDS. Are you so self-satisfied, so
blind; are your consciences so dull and blunt that
you don't really see yourselves?
Some of you will no doubt have remembered my
name from the May 22 NEW U. Imade a mistake, as
the rather hysterical Opinion section duly points out.
That's one for me. Isuggest, however, that the radical
movement at Irvine has been a grand comedy of
errors, blunders and vainglorious, idiotic boo-boos
during the entire four years since its inception.
You call Middle Class America hypocrites, pigs and
other things. You wonder that many of the scientific
community, as wellas the public at large can't reason
as you do. Do you say it's because they are blind?
It may be true. But what if it is, because the dumb
ones see only your hysteria and the bright ones see
only your inane, phony nature?
Itell you this: You are what you call your enemies.
You are over-weight, indolent, lazy, self-satisfied,
narrow-minded, foolish, hypocritical, grunting pigs.
No, you are worse than pigs, for you have abandoned
your more honest brothers of the fields and walk on
your hind legs among men. Do those combat boots
hide hooves? Your organizationis like some strange
hydra-headed monster. It has one hundred-one big
mouths and no arms or legs. And, strangely enough,
the two hundred-two gums have no teeth at all in them.
Please note that Ido not argue against your cause.
I don't really think my political thinking worthy of
you porkers. Were you men, (ladies excepted) Imight
either join you or oppose you: the two extremes which
you so often demand of those around you. If your
cause is really worthy, you are smearing it with a
layer of filth which it does not deserve. In this letter,
I am merely expressing my contempt for Irvine's
activists, but not necessarily for the basicphilosophy
ofIrvine's activism.
Ihave had it with you punks. You have caused less
physical, social or moral damage to the Hated Establishment in four years than a feisty oid lady with
manic tendencies could have caused in the afternoon
you sat out with your air-conditioner. And, if you desire not to damage, but to infiltrate and subvert the
H.E., then why can't you learn that running around
in circles grunting like pigs and quacking like ducks
is not quite the way? But perhaps Imisjudge you on
this one point. Imagine my surprise when Ilearned
the other day that one of your more prominentdingdongs lists his school address as that infamous center
center of establishmentarianism, lido Isle! Will wonders never cease? And was that not a bunch of radical
faces peering through the air-conditioned, tinted windows of a late model Buick that drove past me so
many times this year? Truly, the Great Infiltration
has begun.
In parting, let me add this note: many others have
tried the way of too many Chiefs and not enoughIndians, of all commissars and no workers, of all backsitters and no pickets. Why can't you try something
different? Iask you, why don't you a[ least put up a

—

-

less transparent pretence of fighting for what you say
you believe in? Or perhaps you are too well adapted
to your tinted-glass,plastic-linedwallowto ever change.
You say, "Kill the Pigs!" well, perhaps you should
first look elsewhere than outside your little group for
hogs to hang.
Thank you for your kind indulgence.
Invectively yours,
George Avera
EDITOR:
The chancellor of UC Berkeley, acting for the University, called policeonto that campus to protect property. The police did their job and in doing so killed a
man. Just as the United States bears the responsibility for sending men "to do their duty" and kill in
Vietnam, the University bears the responsibility for
the death of James Rector. Institutions that coerce
men to murder MUST bear the responsibility for the
actions of their appointed representatives: those who
they would have do their killing for them.If the University had not called the police to arms a man
would not have been killed. The University is responsible for the death of a human being.
A few students Wednesday decided to lower the
flag to half mast in protest and in SHAME for the
death of the young man killed at Berkeley. The UCI
flags were lowered. A moment of silence for the
loss of a human life.
From among the ranks of the concerned masses of
the UCI student body came one to protest the symbolic gesture that was made in memory of that trade
of human life for protected property which took place
in Berkeley. One person to protest the lowering of
the flag.
For some minutes the confrontation was on. Would
the flag remain lowered, or would it return to Us position of full glory? Now was the time to deny violence
as The Way and to engage in dialogue. A time to speak
to those who had not before heard. A time to convince, not condemn. This was a time to be lightedby
informative discussion, not darkened by violence.And
for the most part that is how it was. Except for one
incident of a UCI sociology professor coming not to
bring insight and reason to the confrontation but to
grind his lighted cigarette into the hand of the lone
protestor, all went well. And thanks to Neil Malmberg perhaps some extra light shall be shared with
the students of Irvine concerning the killing at Berkeley.
This was one rather small incident,but Ihope some
good came from it. Ihope that the people there saw
that the denial of violence may lead to dialogue and
perhaps greater understanding. Ihope the students oJ
Irvine will get a chance to become better informed
and more aware (oh well, so what if I'm an optimist).
Ihope further that Professor Kirk will learn to put
his cigarettes out in ash trays and not on human
flesh (not even humans he may disagree with). And
lastly, Ihope that this entire incident will make people
realize that armed police on campus (or anywhere}
is not the way to maintain order. Violence of an>
kind is unexcusable. Anyone that condones violence
as a means must stand responsible for its consequences.

Richard Potratz
P.O. Box 4019
Irvine. Calif.
EDITOR:

What does wearing your charter sash mean? Are
you going to look and feel superior (as posters I

have seen encourage)?

Icertainly hope not! To me the fact of having been
at UCI has no real significance. At this graduation,
however, the administration is attempting to honor
itself. By recognizing the Class of '69 the university
is calling attention to the first complete class. UCI
has proven its ability to produce and on June 14th
wants topublicallydisplay its yellowstamp of approval.
Iappreciate very much the education Ihave received
during my years at UCI and Ihave much respect for
the "Institution of Knowledge" wherever it may be,
nevertheless, Icannot associate myself with the administration of U.C.andits bureaucracy, and Iwillnot
make myselfapersonalexhibitfor their self-edification.
Iwill not wear a yellow sash onJune 14th. Iwill march
in silent protest.
Dennis L.Stilewell
a charter student

"It is insanity that guns, bullets, birdshot and bayonets have been used at Berkeley to break up student
demonstrations," said Assemblyman Alan Sieroty CDBeverly Hills) today.
"One person has been killed by a police bullet.
How many more people must be killed before it is
obvious that the use of such force is self-destructive

and tends to further escalate violence?
"This is the first time that law enforcement has
used guns on a college campus. This use of guns,
as well as the indiscriminate use of tear gas cannot
be condoned and must be terminated immediately.
"The atmosphere of an armed camp on the Berkeley campus is repugnant. It has slowed the educational process to a standstill and has done nothing to resolve the problems on the campus," Sieroty said.

we were not going up to participate
Director of the Community Projects Office, Richord Siegel, suggested to activities director Neil Malmberg
that it might be wise if students other than the already formed SDS information-gathering crew were to visit Berkeley to report back to Monday's conclave. Siegel thought the potential diversity of opinion, as well as diversity
of student-types making on-the-scene reports, would give those attending last Monday's conclave a better basis
for forming their own judgments of the crisis. Neil stored this idea away, waiting for the right time to implement
it.

Siegel, meanwhile, left for Berkeley to find out for himself exactly WHAT was going on up there. He and Barbara Connelly flew out Tuesday night, May 20.
Ultimately, three groups went up. Siegel and Barbara, The SDS crew, and the group that Neil eventually accumulated the Wednesday after hearing Siegel's suggestion. By Wednesday evening, fourteen representatives
from Irvine were in Berkeley for the explicit purpose of gathering as much information and impressions as possible to relate back to the Irvine Community. By Thursday evening, eleven of these people had been arrested.
This is more or less the story of the experiences of these groups in Berkeley. The story is divided into two
parts: Neil's group and the SDS group. Richard worked up there with Neil's group; and all stories merge with the
mass arrest on Thursday.
Due to the differing perspectives of Neil's and the SDS groups at the journey's outset, it seemed best to
treat their experiences separately. As Neil said at the Conclave, "The liberals came back radicals; the radicals
came back revolutionaries. I could
' conceive of no way to treat these political transitions in one unit. The mind
processes involved from "officer to "pig" and "cop to "pig' are simply too complex.

It started at the now famous flag-pole last Wednesday. After a noon rally, a group of students moved
to the flagpole and lowered the flag, in mourning
over the death at pig hands at Berkeley. Readers
of the DAILY PILOT, REGISTER, LA TIMES are by
now well aware of what occurred there. The flag
went up and down more times than necessary. At
one downer, UCI freshman John Strode stepped forward and demanded that it be raised. Another student, Vance Fort, placed himself in front of the pole
and dared him to pull it up. This was followed by a
lively discussion on 1. the flag, 2. what was going on
at Berkeley, and 3. the derivation of "authority."

Student activity advisor Neil Malmberg asked John
Strock if he knew what was going on at Berkeley,
if he actually had any basis for his judgment on
"'the position of the flag." Neil suggested going up
there and answering the questions after personalobservation of the scene. HeinvitedVance tocome along,
as well as Karen Ross, another student in the crowd
who thought, at the time, that the flag should remain
at full mast.
Vance did not go, but his brother, John King,BSU
Minister of Information went inhis place. John,Karen,
John Strock, a basketball player, and Neil left Wednesday evening for Berkeley. Neil thought, and his
group agreed with him, that the conclave Monday
would be better-advisedif it had reports from a whole
spectrum of students not just the SDS informationgathering crew which had left to gather facts for the
conclave the evening before. So, the four of them
split.

—

********

The group came back with such an assortment of
impressions and experiences difficult to > collate
and express, an amazing fusion of attitudes; and
admitted growth on all four sides. As Karen says,
"I went up calling them policeman and came back
calling them pigs."
Neil, in the three days he spent up there, was
arrested twice. One bust was shared with his group.
The charge: grand theft- auto.
All four agree that this arrest was a manisfestation of the racist nature of both the AlamedaCounty
Sheriff's Office (here-in-after to be referred to as
the Blue Meanies)and the BerkeleyPoliceDepartment.
While driving down a street in Berkeley in a Hertz
rent-a-car, John King and Karen Ross in front, Neil
Malmberg and John Strock in back, a policecar drove
by. The eyes of the cops immediately shot to the
sight of a black man and a white girl in the front
seat of the same car. The cops turned aroundand
began following. John made a series of left turns to
determine if the Blue Meanies' car was actually on
their tail. "Ibet you five dollars," he said, "they're
going to stop us." Karen, Strock and Neil were amazed
at the suggestion. "Why?" "Just wait," replied John.
"They'regoing to stop us."
Finally John slowed and pulled over to a curb. The
cop car did stop. Blue Meanies came to the car windows and demanded ID's. John King told the riders
they didn't have to do anything except give the cops
their name and adress. Karen had a notebook on the
seat next to her. She had been keeping track of the
numbers of Guardsmen stationed at each corner and
license plates of unmarked cars, without E-license
plates, which were obviously carryingBlueMeanies.
John saw the cop at the window glance at Karen's
book. "Shut it," he told her. She closed it and put
it in her purse.
The cop was very curious about that notebook.
He took it. Karen didn't get it back, and lost not only
valuable license plate numbers, but also her class
notes for the past quarter. ("What Iwant to know,"
Karen asked later, "is WHO would loan their car to
the AlamedaCounty Sheriffs?")
They were ordered out of the car. Suddenly there
were cops everywhere. A fleet of Blue Meanies
and a fleet of Berkeley cops. A paddy wagon. John
King counted 23, Neil 25, Karen 27. The block was
sealed off with their cars.
The pigs receded for a minute, returned and informed them that they were all under arrest. Neil
asked what the charge might be. "Grand-theft

—

auto."

Guns went to heads. Bodies were shoved against
the car. All were searched. Handcuffed. John King

by Patsy Truxow
was slugged in the stomach by a pig when he called
him one. John was also informed that there were
warrants out for his arrest. "This is a pretty dangerous character," the pigs told the rest of the
group. "He's been in a lot of trouble."
Telling John, "We'll take care of you," they put
him ina paddy wagon. One of the cops was a Brother.
John asked him how he could do this to a brother.
"You're flesh of my flesh, blood of my blood."
The cop replied like a pig. "You're a poor breed
of a man," John told him, "but I stilllove you.
We come from the same home." At that point the
cop said nothing, and John was put in the paddy

wagon.
While searching Neil, they found the receipt for
the rented car. Deciding it was real, the pigs adjourned for .a few minutes. They returned and announced "You are no longer under arrest." Yet
the paddy wagon drove off with John. Neil asked
what the charge was for John. "We're working on
that now," was the enlightened response. Neil asked where they were taking John. The pigs refused
to answer. "We've got a lot of stuff on this guy,"
was all they'd say. The Brother finally said that
John was being taken to the Berkeley police station.
They went to the station and found that they had
to have a police escort to get in. After receiving
stamped, approved, probably accredited cards, they
were allowedentrance. John was there.
John was handcuffed and waiting in an interimbefore-booking cell. Apparently, they were still
"working on it." Mainly, they questioned him about
Karen. They couldn't get over what he was doing with
a white woman. They walked by him and alternately
sluggedhim in the stomach, jabbedhim in the shoulder and questioned him about "the girl."
Neil and the rest were informed that "He's got a
bad record." All they could come up with were a
few traffic violations that John had paid over Spring
break. The warrants for these had been stamped
cancelled. They managed to keep John handcuffed
in the Berkeley jail for three hours for absolutely
no reason. Coming up with nothing, they released

him.

Throughout all this, Neil had attempted to get
the pigs' badge numbers. When asked, they refused
to give them. And of course, the Blue Meanies do
not wear their badges.

********

Karen admits she was naive when she weni up
to Berkeley. She expected it to be like the SRI
demonstration she saw at Stanford earlier this month,
"just some peaceful kids and some pickets."
Karen and John are typical products of Orange
County. Neither would deny it, but now both realize
it. While Karen can innocently say that this experience "completely shattered my images of policemen," athlete John remarks, "I can say for sure,
know some policemen are pigs."
now, I
Before encountering John King, both could count
the number of times they'd SPOKEN to a black
man; neither had ever KNOWN one. Now they speak
with evidence and conviction of new insights into
the racist nature of our society.
scenes are flashing through both their heads
- Many
and will hopefully (if no campus "radical" intimidates them with "Have you lost all your liberal
hang-ups?") linger forever.
hitting people,gassing people.
-- pigs
being clubbed by pigs on the street.
a little
bayonetts six inches from their heads— moving
towards
- a signthem.over a poisoneddrinking fountain WARNING! DO NOT DRINK.
windows broken; windows with gunshot holes.
---guns
at their heads.
boy

lines and lines of guardsmen moving, blockskirmishing.
ing,
- pig rifling through her purse, coming up with
a small medicine bottle with her mother's name on
the prescription, triumphantly shouting to his pals,
"Amphetemines!"
John King going off in a paddy wagon.
the lingering, stinging stench of various assorted gasses.

—

--

—

playing inter-racial with John and watching tne
consequential hatred.
Says Karen, "If a lot of kids had my experience,
there wouldn'tbe any conservatives inOrange County."
This is quite a statement to be coming from an admitted '64 Goldwater rah-rah girl. Though she would
not have supported the strike before she went up,
she now "definitely supports the strike." "The students up there can't go to classes because they'll
get gassed. The students at Irvine have a nice, little
rosy world. Besides, people need to be shown it's
not just a localized problem it's something that
is wrong in the entire state."
John is not quite so convinced. "I was originally
against the strike. I'd like to say let's look at the
issue again. If you can make the strike tactic work
sure; but Ihate an ineffective tactic."
Neither have reversed their feelings toward the
flag- but their analysis of the situation springs
from different reasoning. Ideally, they say, the flag
should not be flown at all.
"Flying the flag at half mast is a sign of respect
for great Americans," Karen explains. "We don't
want to show respect for anything. As a sign of contempt and disgust, we should take the flags down.
It is the lowest form of humanity whenyou see a little
kid clubbed— the flag is just meaningless."
"At Berkeley, the American and Californian flags
at half mast.
are flying full mast; the University flagis
— especially
the
But we should just take it down
California flag considering Reagan." John agrees
with Karen in this completely.
As John King put it, "I don't want to hear about
people on the left, on the right, in the middle-up
there, everybody gets it."

—

-

-

********

Malmberg did not go up so much
John King and
— Neil
they pretty much knew before hand
to be shown
what they would see
but to see and then report.
Neil testifies, though, to having no attitude toward
the People'sPark turmoilbefore going.
Neil was busted in the mass bust on Thursday
that swept up in its 496 total elevenUCI people.Karen,
"John and Strock missed this bust by about thirty
seconds. They just happened to be on the right side
of the National Guards' crowd dividing tactic. (See
story on page five for further details on this tactic
and the consequent arrests). Neil has such information about Santa Rita RehabilitationCenter to report
as "pigs going up and down the- rows of men laying
on asphalt outside in the sun with swingingbilly
clubs striking at heels. There were no real atrocities, but a lot of manhandling, with threats ranging from hard labor up to killing."
"It was a total disregard of basic constitutional
and civil rights; people were made to suffer every
indignity; and fully one quarter of those arrested
were innocent bystanders."
John King substantiated this with his "everybody
gets it" remark. "It was an armed camp. People
were arrested on their lunch hour. The guard formed a human gate. It was Martial law an armed
cap— like Prague."
It happened as unexpectedly and unviolently (on
their part) as this. Neil had set up an appointment
for his group with the Dean of Students at Berkeley.
They were supposed to meet in front of Sproul Hall.
Neil was with Richard Siegal from the Community
,, Projects Office at Irvine. King, Sprock and Karen
were together. Neil and Richard went to Sproul,
the other three were not there. They heard of the
rally and went down to look for them there. Within
minutes, they were surrounded.
John, Strock and Karen were late to come to
Sproul. They set off minutes after Neil andRichard
for the rally and, by seconds, missed the flanks
that squeezed in Neil and Richard, the other Irvine
students, and 480-odd others.
While Neil and Richard were being forced into
the pre-arranged parking lot for their booking,
John King was outside the human gate climbing a
brick wall to watch the mass herding and sorting
out of offenders.

—

—

—

********

Asked if their report would be any different from
that of the SDS contingent, Neil replied with an
emphatic, "No."

but

to

observe and gather information'

Each member of the SDS group had designateddaily
duties: to contact the media, such as KPFA, Newsreel, the Barb; to attend various organizational and
other strike meetings; to tape-record speeches and
guns, gas, people; to film
sounds of the streets—
everything they could ruins,rallys,arrests, wounded. They went up to Berkeley strictly on a business
mission. They returned veterans of the war.
First impressions Wednesday: part of their duty was
to circulate. They went to a rally in front of Chancellor's Heyn's House. Diane Miller describes this
rally as a "half-assed, political love-in." Yet there
were about 200 National Guardsmen, the tac squad,
campus police and the Highway patrol.
She said she felt some "sort of weird outrage"
in the kids participating, but they were just standing
around, shouting and singing. There were no incidents of violence; no one was throwing anything.
The Guard started moving in on the crowd with
their gas masks on, their bayonets bared. The crowd
began yelling to these men they had been leafleting
to take off their masks. Then the crowd calmed.
One did tak e off his mask. Then an order came,
and they all took off their masks. And moved back.
The crowd began yelling for them to put down their
bayonets. One did. An order came, they all went

-

down.
Diane said it was just very, very peaceful, and
"sort of died out."
The Irvine group left.
Thursday came the bust. The Berkeleypeople have
grown wise to the wiles of the pigs. They no longer
announce rally or demonstrationcites until the time
of the rally or the demo. Why give thebastards any

extra help?
A noon rally at Sproul Plaza announced the demonstration at Shattuck and Cedar Streets in downtown Berkeley. The group went over. As did, or were
attempting, Neil Malmberg and Richard Siegel, John
King, Karen Ross and John Strock. David Heskett
was manning the telephone at Tony Fernandez's brother's house in Berkeley the groups headquarters
and residence for their stay. Except for David, the
group of Diane, Tony, Bruno Batistoli, Cathy Bell,
Donovan Dorsey, Barbara Connelly, Phil True, Joe
Westerfield and Stacy Widdicomb was complete. Diane
had a tape recorder; it was on.
According to Diane, the cops drove through the
crowd one time and announced that they constituted
an illegal assembly. Reagan, they said, had declared
an extreme state of emergency.She heard the warning
to disperse. Tony and Neil report that they did not
hear that particular warning. Tony heard one later
that Diane did not. Obviously, there was alot of con-

-

.

fusion.

The crowd made an effort to disperse. It moved
riirprtion toward a Safewav market. It was block-

nnp

They walked back down Shattuck. It was blocked.
the first intersection part
They moved up Cedar. At of the crowd got across
then the cops moved in
cutting the crowd in half.
People started spreading out and moving south.
There were shouts of "keep moving," yet it was increasingly clear that there was no place to move to.
The group wanted to stay together. They realized that
the cops were "trying to corral us."
At each intersection two openings were blocked.
The cops would let part of the crowd go one way. Step
in. Divide the crowd. In this way the crowd moved
dividing and multiplying
as cut off groups would
of necessity, be rejoined with the rest. Eventually
they all ended back at Shattuck
with National Guard
Guard
the back National
in
in the front National
Guard on all sides at a five point intersection. They
were trapped. There was no place to get out.
People started yelling to run into stores. "You'd
run into a store," Tony said, and cops would say,
'If you don't leave, you'll get busted;' yet you knew
damn well if you'd leave you'd be busted too." Both
Tony and Diane admitted that "once you realize you're
going to be busted, you're scared to death. But there's
nothing you can do."
The crowd was herded into the Bank of America
parking lot onone of the corners. Herded in with them
was a mailman with a bag of mail in full uniform,
people on their lunch hotir, shoppers, at least one
65 year old lady.
The bank lot was set between two huge brick walls
on two sides, a tunnel heading to another lot in the
rear. Busses to carry the arrestees were already
waiting in the back lot; field arrest services had been
set up in the lot. The field arrest spot was prepicked. The bank set up could handle the arrest of
500 people almost efficiently. The Guard knew where
they were leading the crowd.
The crowd was advised of their rights and informed of their charge: failure to disperse after repeated warnings and blocking the streets. The boys
wer e taken first. They were finger printed, their
mugshot taken, searched, asked their name, address,
age, and herded into opaque-windowedbusses. They
had no idea where they were being taken.
Cathy and Diane report that they sat in the Bank of
America lot for six hours, waiting to be taken away.
"It was demoralizing to see the men taken away."
As they were loaded onto their busses, cameras, etc.
were taken away and tagged. Diane did not get her
tape of the arrest back.
They were all driven to Santa Rita Rehabilitation
though for them it was just a long bus ride
Center
iu an unknown destination. What the boys encountered
there has been well described by Phil True in his
personal account of that experienceon this page. They

ed.
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knew virtually nothine until they were released. They

were manhandled; Tony, belly down on the asphalt
in the sun, was kicked in the head. They were constantly threatened, ridiculed. "You've got long hair
you're not a man." "Don't scratch your face."
"What are you looking at,
." "Send me another
puke." "Let's get another woman up here."
They were brought to barracks, fenced in and guarded, and told "Anybody caught outside tjie barrack will
be treated as an escapee and shot." Once in the barracks, they were never really allowed to sleep because the pigs would come in, turn on the lights, shout
out names of people who had to go with them, not knowing where; or, they would turn on the lights and take
a body count 50 to a barrack. Finally, they just left
the lights on.
The girls treatment was not as gruesome, but in its
peculiar way, equally demoralizing. Their first experience was to be tagged, and then strippednaked for
ten minutes as the matrons searched through their
clothing for weapons.
A lawyer then advised them of their rights. Booking
started at 12:30 a.m. almost 12 hours after the arrest. As Diane says, "They were pretty disorganized."
After booking, they were broken down into small
groups— three or four— and ushered into small rooms,
with thin mattresses and filthy, almost useless blankets. They were told they would get phone calls "when
they got around to it." A right the boys never received.
There was generalshovingaround allnight.They were
counted the lights went on. At four in the morning,
they were summoned into a freezing room to make
their phone call. After waiting around, having made no
phone call, a matron started to take Diane back to her
room. Diane insisted upon making her call. Finally,
Diane and Stacy were allowed one call between them.
The girls were in "lock up." They could not move
around at all. Food-baloney-wasbrought to their rooms.
"You sort of start going batty, sitting in one small
room for hours and hours." A girl in the room with
Diane and Kathy cracked up and started pounding on
the door. Mainly, they tried to keep themselves together so they would not do the same. At four p.m.
Friday - almost 16 hours after admittance - they

-

-

were released.
The psychological effect of it all was the worst.
Yet, they conceded that they were, in a way, glad, that
they had been arrested. "With all the National Guardsmen coming at you with their bayonets,it was a relief
to be arrested. We thought they were going to killus."
Diane and Cathy support Neil Malmberg's earlier
mentioned theory that the liberalsbecame radicals and
the radicals revolutionaries. So does Tony Fernandez.
"I've never been one to call cops pigs- Idon't go in
for thatkind of dehumanization. But now- after all that,
IKNOW they'd just as soon havekilledus. There's fifteen guys' faces inthereI'llnever forget;if Isaw them
again, I'd shoot them likeadog; and they'd do the same."

twenty-six hours in santa rita

"All right, sir, if you will please step this way."
That was the request of a Berkeley City policeman,
made in front of the national media in a parking lot in
Berkeley. With that I was escorted to an Alameda
County Sheriff's bus, to be transported to the Alameda
County Sheriff's Rehabilitation Center at Santa Rita.
"All right, assholes, move!" That was the command
that greeted us upon our arrival at Santa Rita, where
there were no representativesof the media. Those who
would not or could not move fast enough were prodded
with riot sticks. "Down on the ground, face down. Any
body moves get his head split!"
These two paragraphs describe the beginning of what
was to be twenty-six hours in Santa Rita.Iwas charged
with unlawful assembly and failure to disperse, along
with approximately four hundred men and one hundred
and twenty women. We were subjected to the full wrath
of a band of sadistic guards, secure in the knowledge
that there was no one around to whom they were responsible. My story can best be told by breaking down
the twenty-six hour period into five periods;pre-booking, booking,night, breakfast, and release.
Pre-booking: The arrest of four hundred men taxed
the facilities at Santa Rita beyond their capacities.
Booking at a rate of eight per hour, the guards and
other workers were required to work overtime to implement order and control. Ilay face down on anasphalt courtyard for five and one-half hours before I
was brought in to be booked, afraid to shiver lest
my fate be that of the man who called a guard a punk
for beating him with a billy club. He was beaten again
and made to stand at attention for thirty minutes on
his knees. Anyone who smiled, talked, moved or did
anything contrary to the will of the guards faced the
same fate. One man lying near me, a diabetic, was
taken inside a building and beaten for telling a guard
that he needed some food.
I arrived at Santa Rita at 3:30 p.m. At 9:00 p.m.
when I was taken in to be booked, there were still
some sixty to eighty men lying face down on tne
courtyard.
Booking: The brutality that had started in the courtyard continued in the barrack-room whereIwas booked. Indeed, it increased.
Everything was done double-time. Iwas brought into
the room and directed to sit on the floor with my back
to the wall. Because my fee t were not exactly together, I was blackjacked. Iwas to face straight ahead
and say nothing.

by Phil True

The first order of business in bookingrequired me
to be searched. Iwas thrown against a wall (several
of the men exhibited abrasions on their faces as a
result of this tactic) and told to take my coat and shoes
off and take everything out of my pockets. While takine
my shoes off, 1 was again blackjacked because Iwas
not doing it fast enough. Iwas then ordered to spread
my legs; they weren't far enough apart so the guard
swung his boot and kicked my left leg out to a more
satisfactory distance. Several of the others had their
legs kicked out from under them, and were then blackjacked for failure to satisfy the gaurds. ". .You
are lice. .you stinking piece of shit. .you dirty assholes are ail alike.
." and my search was over.
Attempting to tie my shoelaces, I
was blackjacked for
not getting on to the next part of the booking fast
enough.
Iwas ordered to sit down and wait for the next step,
and was again blackjacked for trying to tie my shoelaces. Idid not try again.
The next part of the booking procedureinvolved giving background information to a man at a typewriter.
Constitutionally, this information is not required; one
man told the gaurd that, whereupon he was handcuffed
and taken outside, told he had no rights, beaten and
brought back in. He gave the information. Iwas also
required to sign a relase permitting the Alameda
County Sheriff's Department to open and search all
incoming mail and packages.
Booking was finished up with my being finger printed and given a wristband with my name and booking
number on it. Iwas put with a group of people to
await transfer to another barrack.
Night: From the room in which Iwas booked Iwas
double-timed over to another barrack, whereIwas to
spend the night. We were told there that most of the
night would be taken up with picture taking, at which
time the telephone call to which everyone is constitutionally entitled would be allowed. At 1:30 a.m. we
were finally given our first meal: a bologna sandwich
and a half-pint of milk. By 2:00 only a fraction of the
men in my barrack had had their pictures taken, and
most of the remaining men were falling asleep. The
guard told us that if we missed our picutres we could
not be bailed out; moreover, we would have our heads
split. At 2:30 I fell asleep from exhaustion, only to
be awakened at 4:45 to be taken to "breakfast."
My turn to have my picture taken and my telephone

.
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call to let someone know that Iwas in jail had not yet
come. Iwas told by those who had had their picture
taken that they in fact were notpermitted their phone
call, which is supposed to come immediately after
being booked.
Breakfast: It was stilldark whenthe guard screamed
at jis from our bunks. Four hundred sleepy men were
herded double-time over to the mess hall for breakfast, which consisted of a bowl of Rice Chex with
stewed prunes on top, stale bread, and a glutinous
clump of marmalade. The entire meal was eaten

in silence with a spoon.
One man refused to eat the food on his tray, saying
he was not hungry. He was yanked from his table,
taken over to a beam that supported the ceiling,and
forced to stand on his toes with his nose against the
beam bearing his full weight. The guards then proceeded to beat the beam with their clubs, which resulted in blood pouring from the man's nose. He was
then kicked around and put back in line. Anyone
either refusing to eat, or not eating all of the food
on their tray, faced the same punishment.
Release: Breakfast over, we were double-timed
back to the barrack, where the next four hours were
taken up with a guard entering every twenty minutes
to take men away for their pictures. The arrivalof
the guard meant that one had to spring from his bunk,
stand expressionless at attention in front of it, and
take any verbal and/or physical abuse the guard felt
was necessary.
At ten- twenty Iwas called for my picture, which
meant that Imissed lunch, served at ten-thirty. I
was given three minutes to eat when Igot back.
From the end of lunch until 3:00 p.m., when Iwas
finally bailed out, we were fed once again bologna
sandwiches and milk. Every half-hour or so we were
required to run outside for "muster," at which time
details of men were taken off. At the first of these
musters we obtaineddifferentbarracks, whereby chance
Iwas re-united with the group of people arrested with

me.

A little before 3:00 p.m. the first two in our group,
Neil Malmberg and Richard Siegel, were called and
bailed out. A short time later, all of us, with the exception of Donovan Dorsey, were outside, waiting to
go home. The Sheriff's Department had bookedDonovan with his name backwards, and took eight hours
to rectify the mistake.
End of twenty-six hours at Santa Rita.
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— A BACKGROUND
PEOPLE'S PARK
OF GROWING BRUTALITY
by Leslie Lincoln
When the University of California took over the BerkeleyPeople's Park on the
morning of May 15, and began the process that has left one dead, one blinded,
hundreds wounded, and almost 1,000 arrested, it joined together two histories: the
misuse of university property and the escalation of brutal tactics by the state
against campuses and other communities.
At Monday's conclave Chancellor Aldrich told us with equanimity that the University had acquired the People's Park land in 1967 as part of a 1961 expansion
plan, and that the People's Park area presented problems of "crime and housing
deterioration." Presumably this is the justificationfor rippingdown all the housing
immediately and leaving the lot vacant for two years, to turn into a mud hole. Apparently the University never considered doingsomething about the housing deterioration problem by rehabilitating the housing instead of tearingit down. As in most
communities surrounding large universities,housing is very scarce and rents high.
The Berkeley park is just a small example of the kind of land grabs that have
provoked student and community protests at Harvard,Columbia, and the University
of Pennsylvania. At these places university "expansion"has meant buying up land,
evicting black, brown,and working class residents (over 7,000 people around Columbia), and then erecting shiny architectural landmarks for the limited use of elite
university students and professors and Resents.

Many people keep arguing that no one had a right to make a park out of the land
because it was "private property." Yet the University of California is a PUBLIC
University, paid for by the PUBLIC'S taxes, and is supposed to provide PUBLIC
service. Public land is to be put topublic use. The University is supposed to serve
the public of the state and of the areas immediatelyaround each campus.Even the
students of Berkeley, who were supposed to be the immediate beneficaries of the
soccer field thatis planned for the People'sPark lot, voted 12,719 to 2,175 to return
the lot to the community for a park.
(Those taxpayers who think that the university serves them mayrecall that a
citizen's group in Santa Barbara wanted a scientist to testify against the off-shore
oil drilling. But no university expert would, apparently because so many of them do
work for the oil companies.)
The more immediate history of the People's Park is a story of duplicity on
the part of the University administration. When people started planting trees, installing play equipment, etc. in the lot in April, even many local businessmen supported them, considering the park work to be constructive activity that would help
keep the city cool this summer. At that time Chancellor Roger Heyns tacitly agreed,
and said that the park wasn't to be "developed"by the University for quite a while
yet. Later he changed his mind.
Subsequently Heyns said, according to Chancellor Aldrich, that he could find no
"responsible negotiating group," and therefore "I had no feasible alternative except to fence the area." Yet earlier a committee headedby architecture Professor
Sym van der Ryn, chairman of Heyns' committee on housing and environment,
had met with Heyns to discuss the issue, and recommended on May 13 that the area
remain a park, in the form of "an environmental design field research station."
Heyns turned it down, and van der Ryn said that the University "didn't seem to be
very interested in negotiations." The next day residents and students who used the
park voted to protect the People's Park and formed a negotiating committee. But
Heyns didn't find it "responsible."
"When we move on the land, it won'tbe in the middle of the night," Vice Chancellor Earl Cheit had said.But the Universitysent in the Berkeleypoliceat 4:30 a.m.,
Thursday, May 15. Later a chain link fence went up in record time. Alameda County
Sheriff's deputies joined the Berkeley police, and when ASUCB President-elect
Dan Siegal led a march toward the park in the afternoon, the police attacked. According to the L.A. TIMES of May 16, it was not until after the police had attacked with
clubs, tear gas, and shotguns that any of the demonstrators threw rocks.

The use of shotguns shocked many white students tremendously.But, as members
of UCI's UMAS and BSU have told us at rallies, we are just beginningto feel the
kind of oppression that has always been used against black and brown communities.
Not just cities, but campuses have been attacked: for example,on February 8, 1968,
state police shot and killed three black students on the state college campus in
Orangeburg, South Carolina. A Justice Department investigationshowed the students
had been unarmed and had been shot from behind. Their crime: joining a demonstration to desegregatea local bowlingalley.
It has been the demands of black and third world students (primarily for increased admissions and ethnic studies departments) that have provoked the worst reprisals earlier this year, starting withSan FranciscoState. National Guardsmen used
tear gas and bayonets to disperse black students and white supporters at the University of Wisconsin on February 14. It was during the Third World Liberation Front
strike that the present state of emergency at Berkeley was declared on February 5.
UCI Academic Senate President Kenneth Ford said on Monday that after Heyns
called the BerkeleyPD, "from thenonthe escalationof violence was out of the hands
of the University." This is the usual argument employed to claim that the University bears no responsibility for what happened.
Yet in February it was precisely Chancellor Heyns who asked UC President
Charles Hitch to join with Alameda County Sheriff Frank Madigan and ask Governor
Reagan to declare a "state of extreme emergency" in Berkeley. The express purpose of the state of emergency is to enable outside police and even the National
Guard to be brought in as swiftly as possible,and to be available on a continuous
basis.
Under the state of emergency Governor Reagan nominally has direct control,
but he delegated control over all police (and now the National Guard) to Sheriff
Madigan, whose department has a reputation for viciousness. The emergency gives
local officials some special powers. One of them ironically,is the power to confiscate privateproperty.
The police do not act as they do simply because they are individuallybrutal or
sadistic. Their tactics are ordered or sanctioned by politica'lsuperiors. The police
and guard have not been running wildin Berkeley; their tactics have been different
from day to day. In fact, it appears that officials and commanders are testing out
various types of tactics carefully. On Thursday, May 15, it was shotgun blasts;
the following Tuesday it was a gas attack byhelicopter that incapacitatedmost of
the campus, a hospital, and a local junior high school; the Thursday after that it
was mass arrests, with no dispersal allowed. Through most of this period police
also practiced sudden sweeps and arbitrary arrests. Finally, in a reverse of the
usual sequence, co-optionis being attempted.The BayArea Rapid Transit has offered to lease a vacant lot to the city for $1a year.
There is no doubt that the University provoked the events in Berkeley, but just
how planned and purposeful is the repression? It is clear that President Nixon and
others are worried that more and more students, not just a few "hard-core militants," are getting involved in action to fight inequality and oppressionin American
society. And more and more have been arrested or indicted across the country in
recent months.
Perhaps the most pernicious aspect of the Berkeley issues is that large numbers
of people are using up all their energies simply to get a return of the status quo:
get rid of the pigs and troops, end the emergency, return the park. .All this
energy is tied up simply defending ourselves, when it should be used to work for
positive changes in the University such as those demanded by the Third World
Liberation Front last February.
250 National Guard are still camped in the People's Park. Thousands of others
are in the area. A mass march on the People'sPark has been called for tomorrow.
We shall see whether co-option works by then, or whether all our energy and money
will be needed to take care of people caught in a slaughter, or whether we can move
on to more substantial questions.
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THE STRIKE CONCLAVE
by Richard Sharp

All graduating Seniors who
do not want Ronald Reagan's
signature on their diplomas,
contact Larry Maland or Ron
Ridgle via the Student Activities office (833-6919) or
the ASUCI (833-5547).

ING PROGRAM, P.O. Box
676, Davis, Calif 95616 or
call (916) 752-2566 during
the Jay. *****

Mesa Court will be open
and in full operation during
Summer Session
June
The Ford Foundation and the
23rd to August 15, 1969.
the Center for Educational Room and board rates for that
Reform have granted five period are: $285.00, double
thousand dollars to establish room; $315.00, single room.
a special Summer Training
Interested students can obProgram at the University of
tain additional information
California at Davis. The Pro- and
contracts at the Housing
gram will deal with the pre- Office,
Library Administrasent crisis in higher education Building.
tion and the demands of stuMeal Tags for non-resident
dents for educational chang- dining can be obtained at
es.
the Mesa Court Office for
Students who wish to apply $165.00. These tugji will
or who want additional in- provide twenty meals per
formation should write imme- week for the duration of the
diately to: SUMMER TRAIN- Summer Session.

—

APO Forms Police Review Board
Alpha Phi Omega, a campus
men's service organization, recently established a Police Complaint Review Committee(PCRC).
The purpose of the committee is
to serve as a communicationlink
between the police and the UCI
community.
Complaints can be on a specific
police action or of a general
nature related to police conduct.
However, the PCRC is notstructured to handle parking complaints. Such complaints should
be directed to the Parking Com-

mittee.

The PCRC is an independent
entity, operated and staffed voluntarily by members of Alpha
Phi Omega. The following is
the procedure outlined for the
functioning of the committee:
1. Complaint received.
2. Copy sent to police department for independent investigation.
3. Committee of three members of Alpha Phi Omega makes
preliminaryevaluation.
4. Complaint is notified that
work is commencing on his case
5. Officer (s) involved questioned as to details and any additionalinformation.
6. Complaint contacted and
questioned as to details and any

cellor. If necessary,off-campus
legal aid can then be sought by
the complainant. At this point
the PCRC will withdraw from the

case.

Complaint forms are available
in' the Student Activities Office,
the Campus Police Department,
the Mesa Commons Housing
Office and the Science Student

Center.
Those interested in further information can call Gordon Smith
at 547-3608.

.

NEEDED: Female for publicity art stunt (street
clothes). Must be smart looking & under lOOIbs. 532-3803
Low Summer Rent. Will share
my house in Corona Del Mar
with another single girl, over
21, now until Sept. 15. Phone
me at work 633-4280, Ext.
231 or evenings 675-2705.
TYPING: Theses, papers
etc. Chemistry a specialty
6 years sec. experience; 4
chemisty PhD theses, many,
many manuscripts. 50—75^
page. 673-1592 anytime ex-

au Cinema
BALBOA THEATRE

Channel

Crossing only

$279
$288
$288
$298

once

June 18 Sept.«
June 16 /Sept. 13
June 26/Sept. 11
June 14/Sept. 1

Above DC 8 Jet Flights
are barked by a responsible Travel Agency, not
by an anonymous "charter*
party.

Pml. r

Bentler,

UCLA
Phone (213) '14-0729 c.o.
SIERRA I'RAVEL INC.

"JK7"» Santa Monica Hhd.
lieverb Hills, 90212

In an effort to clarify the issues
that are now being debated in
the streets of Berkeley, Chancellor Aldrich and other Sanctioned a Conclave from 10:00
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday. The
Conclave attracted approximately
1,000 students, staff and faculty
to hear 25 speakers. Many of
the speeches dealt with the strike
which is currently in progress
on the Irvine campus to protest the pressure of National
Guard troops and various Bay
area police forces in Berkeley.

Chancellor

Adlrich gave the

keynote address in which he out-

lined his basic philosophy of life
while remaining fairly "neutral"

about the issues involved in the
present Berkeley crisis. "Tragedy," the Chancellor noted,"
is not in goals but in the strategy employed to achieve them."
"We must learn," the chancellor

continued, how "to resove conflict" without tragedy.
Later in the conclave the chancellor was asked byWendyDavis,
Ron Ridgle and Jim Winder to
make a definitve statement as
to whether or not he would support the student strike. The
Chancellor then said: "Ido not
support the strike because I
have
a responsibility to keep the
classes available to students who
do not wish to strike," Furthermore Aldrich lept to tile
defense of Berkeley chancellor
Roger Heyns who was responsible for initiating the police
action at People's Park
"Heyns" the Chancellor remarked, "did not want things
to develop the way they did,
but the demonstrators challenged
him." The Chancellor again deplored the violence that had been

-

perpetuated upon

the citizens of
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Mon, Wed., 9-6.
additional information.
evaluates
inCommittee
7.
formationand decides ifthe complaint is valid.
8. If the complaint is ruled
valid, the committee then makes
709 E. BALBOA BLVD.
a recommendation to the police
*BALB0A
PENINSULA*
possible
as to
corrective action.
673-4048
satisfactory
results
are
9. If
not obtained (in the opinion of
the complainant or the comRichard Harris
mittee) the case can be appealed
to the Vice-Chancellor of BusiVanessa Redgrave
ness and Finance or to theChanLOWEST CHARTER FARES
L.A. to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to L.A.

7

CAMELOT
Beryl

Reid
Susannah York
THE KILLING OF
SISTER GEORGE

For sale: '67 Land Rover
Safari type. $2,400. Call
Dennis after 6:00, 897-4908
For sale: 1967 VW. Light
blue with black, xlnt. cond.,
runs perf. $1450. call 6755535.
Make money in the summer
and have financial security
in the fall. Capitalize on
your ambitions! Call 8474024.

Berkeley, and then sat down.
After that Leon Causey again
asked the Chancellor for a statement as to exactly what his position was in this crisis. This
time the Chancellor stood up
and exclaimed
forthrightly:
"Here is where Iplant both feet.
I will do everything Ican to
bring about a resolution of the
I am trying to
conflict.
be part of the solution to the
problem.
We (the Irvine
Administration) will try to resolve conflict without bringing
in outside police." "But , the
Chancellor added, "if you try
to beat me, Iwill have no other
recourse than to call the law
enforcement agencies. Istand
for law and order." "To avoid
civil war," the Chancellor remarked,
"I will call on those
who are supportive of law and
order in this society.
that is
the police."
Ron Ridgle noted that at Berkeley the police were using "fascist tactics" in the University's
effort to retain control of the
People's Park. John King announced that he and the student
strikers and their supporters,
would no longer "turn the other
cheek," "I don't have any more
cheeks to turn" John said, "and
Idon't care who hears that."
Other speakers included AcademicSenate Chairman Ken Ford
who remarked that Berkeley was
the first city in the continental
U.S. to be subjected to an aerial
attack (referring to thegas attack
launced from helicopter). Ford
also ran down the chain of command of the forces occupying the
city. Heynes, it appears, requested the protectionof theBerkeley city cops. They called the
Alameda County Sheriffs who in
turn asked Reagan for the National Quard. Reagan, of course,
was only too glad to call up the
Guard. But now, Ford said,
even the Guard and the Alameda Sheriffs "realize that the
use of tear gas is getting out
of hand."
Donovan Dorsey spoke as a representative from the Student
Strike Committee. Donovan had
been to Berkeley as a memberof
a fact-finding group and had been
arrestedand incarcerated during
the mass arrests on Thursday
of last week. Donovan debated
the Chancellor's contention that

...
...
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the University had not been responsible for the confrontation.
Donovan noted that the University
had promised to develop the parkin accord with the wishes of the
students. But BerkeleyChancellor Heyns ignored the recommendationof his own committee
to allow the Park to remain in
the hands of the People.
Donovan also noted that the
University could not escape responsibility for the level of violence because it had initiated the
violence. Also Donovan said that
the cops had used shotguns because, as Alameda
County
Sheriff Madigan said, "the students had evidently developed
for tear gas." The
an antidote
'
use of shot guns was not in
self-defense.
Several speakers
described
experienceat Berkeley during their fact-finding tour (see
page 4 for story). Several other
speakers urged that students not
strike. Sheri Downs said that the
demonstratorsat Berkeleythrew
"fatal weapons at the police"
before the police began their
indiscriminate shot gunnings
into the crowd. Kathy Spear

their

-

vigorously railed against apathy
and defended the right of the
police to dissent. She maintained that SDS was using the
students (although at Berkeley
SDS is almost defunct) and announced that "If you ask for it
you have tobe ready to take it."

Ed. Note: The followingstatement was submitted to the NEW
UNIVERSITY following last
week's election:
In view of the circumstances
under which I was first introduced to Mr. Massimino and his
running mate, Ithink it would be
going a bit overboard to congratulate them. But Ican say, from
the bottom of my heart, that he,
his vice-president, and all of
those who support him or his
philosophycan get fucked.
Ron Ridgle

Students

are wise who master what their teach
ers tell them

But my son, be warned of making many books
there is no end Studying them can go on for
ever, and become very exhausting!

COTTAGE
RESTAURANT
308 NORTH COAST HIWAY
LAGUNA BEACH
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paid advertisement

494-3023

OPEN 20 HOURS!
7:30 to 3:30 a.m

EVERY DAY!

BREAKFASTS

LUNCHEONS
FAMILY STYLE
DINNERS &
LATE SUPPERS
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Richard Boone

"DURINGANY UNEXPECTED STOPSIN SANTA ANA
BE SURE AND VISIT

THE NIGHT OF THE

THE BOAT HOUSE

FOLLOWING DAY

515 South Main Santa Ana
"For good beer and good company"
■tOME IIVII COOKi.'iG IN A FAMIt) MMO'.'J
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"After Berkeley, Iknow what
terror is, as do the people of
Berkeley. All through history
those who were the instruments
of political terror and oppression
claimed they were following
orders-that is what the National
Guardsmen told us when we
talked to them-someone
gives the orders at Berkeley
too. No matter what Reagan,
Hitch, and the other Regents
say-their hands are not
clean, aiid as long as they
continue to beat, bayonet,
gas, and kill to impose a
soccer field on the Berkeley
community, this University
cannot functionally or in
principle go on business
as usual."

*

Donovan Dorsey
UCI Conclave
May 26, 1969

